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1. Choose language
2. Enter Username (your e-mail address)
3. And password (simherd)
4. Put a tick mark in the box
5. Click on ”Log in”

1.                            2.                                     3.         4.      

Table of contents
1. Make another analysis, but with a specific level of Xvik or different breed Page 16 or Click here*
2. Go back into an existing herd to create other reports Page 24 or Click here*

* Download the manual to your desktop to make the links work



The other two buttons
• Synchronize: communicate with the cattle database. This is only operational in Denmark
• Education: upload a standard 200-cow herd. This is used for teaching on universities and agricultural schools

6. Click on NTM
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For just going back into the first herd (that you created at the workshop) to make
the other two reports, go to page 31!



How to create your own herd in SimHerd
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8. Choose country

Jönsson

12345
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7. Enter name and herd ID



9. Enter basic data and 
choose breed*

*You have to choose one or the 
other. In case of a mixed herd, you
can perform two analyses. 
One with HF and one with SRB. 
How to do this is explained later 
(page 14)
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10. Choose the levels that
represent your herd best

Either choose a ”Low, Average or High”
level OR enter the exact values if you know them.

”Low” and ”High” represent the 10% of the 
Finnish herds with the lowest and highest value
for this parameter, respectively.

Point at the ”questions marks” with your mouse, 
to get explanations of the key-figures
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11. Choose 1 of 
the 3 analyses
If you choose Kött, you
can can also run the 
other ones. More about
that later.
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8Back to Table of Contents. Click here.



12. Click on OK

You are done! E-mail with 
the report is on the way
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13a. Start with a new herd
Click here to go back to page 3 again.

13b. Click on ”Calibration” to 
create one of the other two
analyses in the same herd
See next page
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14. Click on ”Run SenseTime” 
and/or ”Run NTM”

Notice: the ”Run Köt” button is gone. That
means, that this is the analysis that is in 
progress now. An e-mail with a pdf is on the 
way.
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15. Click on OK
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16a. Start with a new herd 

16b. Log out

Back to Table of Contents. Click here.

16a.
16b.



11. Choose on 1 
of the 3 analyses
If you choose Köt, you
can can also run the 
other ones. More about
that later.
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12. Choose your own
level of sexed semen use
Or if you want to see/edit more 
herd-specific data. Skip to page 11

B) Scroll all the way down

Here you can enter more details. 
Read the question marks behind
the key-figures.

To enter your own levels of sexed
semen use, please scroll down.
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C) Choose the levels of 
sexed semen as they
are used today

D) Click on ”Save”

E) Click on ”Calibration”
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F) Click on Run Kött
and/or one of the other buttons. 

then Click here for next step
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#1: Make another analysis, but with a specific level of Xvik, 
different breed or an organic herd.

Notice! You can do this after receiving the report in the mail. Not before. The report
(=analysis) has to be finished.

#1.1 Click on ”För in denna…”

Back to Table of Contents. Click here.
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#1.2 Go back to Kalibrering

Notice. The analyses you have performed and that were send to you by mail, are also here as 
a pdf. Only the most recent pdf is here; it gets overwritten if you make a new one.
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#1.3 Click on Data
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#1.4 Choose a different breed
and/or an organic herd

Or choose your own level of 
Xvik….see next page



11. Choose on 1 
of the 3 analyses
If you choose Köt, you
can can also run the 
other ones. More about
that later.
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12. Choose your own
level of sexed semen use
Or if you want to see/edit more 
herd-specific data. Skip to page 11

Scroll all the 
way down
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#1.5 Choose a specific
level of sexed semen in 
your herd
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#1.6 Click on ”Save”
#1.7 Click on ”Calibration”
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#1.8 Click on one of three 3 buttons

Notice: in the NTM analysis different bulls are
analyzed when choosing SRB versus HF. The 
other analyses are not very ”breed specific”; I 
would not perform two of these analyses if I 
have a mixed herd. Either HF or SRB would be
good enough. 
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#2 Go back into an existing herd to create other reports

#2.1 Click on ”För in denna…”

Back to Table of Contents. Click here.
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#2.2 Go back to Kalibrering
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#2.3 Click on the other two buttons
then Click here for next step

As you see, you can also click on ”Run Kött” 
again, but by doing so you will just repeat
performing the same analysis. 


